
Artificial data was generated
starting with entries from a
product database mined
from the Internet, to which
randomly distorted
duplicates were added. This
was done in order to have a
ground truth for evaluation.
The distribution of duplicates
is shown below.
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Near-duplicate detection is important when dealing with
large, noisy databases in data mining tasks.
We present the results of applying the Rank distance and
the Smith-Waterman distance, along with the classic
Levenshtein distance, together with a disjoint set data
structure powered by the Union-Find method.

Thresholds and critical values
for the distances used. Rank
distance is an ordinal metric
for comparing two possibly
disjoint rankings. Smith-
Waterman is a dynamic
programming algorithm from
molecular biology.
Similar-text is the algorithm
implemented by the PHP
function with the same name.

The second database is a real-world, undistorted bibl iographic
collection in BibTeX format, from which we extracted only the
title and the author names, in order to lighten the workload
given our assumption that the most errors occur in these fields.
The source of the data is ”A Collection of Computer Science
Bibliographies”. For example here are two duplicate entries:

{author: " Andrew G. Barto and S. J . Bradtke and
Satinder P. Singh" , title: " Learning to Act Using
Real Time Dynamic Programming" }
{author: " Andrew Barto, J . S. Bradtke and S. P.
Singh" , title: " Learning to Act Using Realtime
Dynamic Programming" }

The figures are distribution plots, the y-value at the position
x = k showing the number of documents that can be captured in
groups of k.

In the case of the artificial ly generated noisy database, we have
access to the ground truth. The results found by Rank distance
are closer to the real distribution of duplicates than the ones
found by the Smith-Waterman distance.

For the bibl iographic entry database no algorithm found more
than 3 duplicate entries for the same information. Under human
evaluation, the identified duplicates look correct, confirming the
precision of the methods. Rank distance seems to have a slower
decay rate than the other methods, which can be interpreted as
higher recall in the distribution's tail , assuming good precision.

Comparison of al l methods on artificial data

First two distances compared
to the ground truth on artificial data

Comparison of al l methods on real-world BibTeX
author-title pairs




